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EZ?J?IUTOF CARRIAGE MASS UPON TBE LOAllSAND MOTIONS OF

A PKLSMATIC BODY DURING HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT

By Melvin F. Markey

A theoretical derivation for the effect
upon the general equations of motion is made

of a towing-csxriagemass
for a pris&tic body during

a hydrodynamic impict. The resulting equations include a correction
“factor j that depends on the trim and the ratio of the carriage mass
to the body mass. The equations can be used at say stage of the impact
to determine the resulting losds and motions of the body, including the
effect of a carriage mass.

Because of the ccmrplexityof the equations for the completely gen-
eral case, it is necessexy to choose exanples to aid in showing the
conditions at which the csrriage mass is important. The examples chosen
are the V-bottom float with nonimmersed chines and the flat plate with
deeply iuunersedchines. For these exsmples-the equations are analyzed
at particular stages of the impact, nbmely, at mxdmum acceleration and
at maximum penetration. At these stages indicative curves are plott~
for an infinite carriage mass in one case and with the carriage mass
neglected in another. The difference between the two curves shows the
msximum possible effect of the csrriage mass at the stages selected.

The curves indicate that for the V-bottom flost with nonimmrsed
chines the carriage-mass effect is more pronounced at high trims. At
low approach parameters and high trims, a csrriage mass is found to have
an effect on all the coefficients investigateed. At the high approach
psmmeters and high trims, the effect of carriage mass on the vertical-
velocity ratio, acceleration, and pitching-moment coefficients is notice-
able. At a trim of l~” and an approach parsmeter equal to or greater
than 1.0 (flight-path angle ~ 130), the msxinmm percentage change in
any of the coefficients investigated at the particular stages selected
is about 10 percent or less because of carriage-mass effect.

The maxinmn- percentage change in the maximum penetration and msximum
acceleration due to a carriage mass is of the ssme order for the V-bottom
float with nonimmersed chines and the flat plate wl.thdeeply imnersed
chines at flight-path angles of 2.5°, 5.5°, 10°, and 20° sad trims of
15°, “30°,and 45° for besm loadings from.1 to 100.

-.. — — —— .—. ——.-— —



2 NACA TN 3619

INTRODUCTION

Theories have been published regszY!ingthe loads and motions of
prismatic bodies during hydrodynamic impacts for both immersed chines
and noninm=sed chines. For these theories, however, a free-body impact
is assmn~, whereas for some expertiental testing facilities a restraint
is imposed in the horizontal direction by a towing-carriagemass. There-
fore, questions have arisen concerning the importance of carriage-mass
effect upon the results obtained, since errors in the results might ‘lead
to erroneous conclusions in testing progrsms”.

The carriage mass is expected to have little effect for the low
trims, since at this condition the resisting water force has only a small
component in the horizontal direction. How&ver, for the higher trhs,
at which some modern seaplaaes may operate and at which tests may be
conducted, the effect is not lmown.

The purpose of the present investigation is to determine the effect
of carriage mass upon the general theoretical equations of motion for the
prismatic body during a l@rodynsmic impact and to indicate under what
conditions the effect is important.

d
The derivations are analogous to

those of the free-body impacts of the references 1 to 4, the only differ-
ence being the inclusion of a factor that depends on carriage mass and
trim. General expressions applicable to w prismatic body are obtained
for the loads and motions during impact, and curves are presented to aid
in showing the conditions at which the csrriage-mass effect is important.

S-YMBOIS

a resultant acceleration

B Bobyleffrs flow.coefficient

b besm of hull at chines

impact lift coefficient,
-ZW

>gb%02

GA beam-loading coefficient, ~
pgb3

j carriage-mass correction factor

F resultant hydrodynamic force
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acceleration due to gravi@

corrected approach parsmeterj K+-l-”j

“J

three-dimensionalmass parameter

penetration psrameter .

wetted lerigthalong keel

two-dimensionalwater mass in transverse plane

pitching

yelocity

distance
plane

mcment, positive nose up

parameter

from foremost imnersed station along keel to flow

time after water contact

velocity

weight

distance parallel to Undisturbed
direction of float motion

horizontal velocity of float

horizontal acceleration of float

immersion of keel at step normal
positive downward

vertical veloci~ of float

vertical accel=ation of float

angle of dead rise

dead-rise function

flight-path angle

water surface, positive in

to undisturbed water surface,

distance from
flow plane,

keel to undisturbed water surface in any given
normal to’keel, positive downward

- . -..-— -. ..— .— ——. ————-
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velocity of float normal to keel

acceleration of float normal to keel .

imnersion of keel normal to itself into a fluw plane, corrected
for water rise at keel

partial derivative.of

angle between vertical

approach parameter for

ratio of length
mean besm

ratio of length
besm

mass densi~ of

trti angle

~‘ with respect to time

and resultant acceleration

SiIl Tfree-body landing, -q Cos~

of keel below undisturbed wat~ surface

of keel below elevated water surface to

)+ 70

to

mean ~

water .

Pabst’s aspect-ratio correction based on A

Past rs aspect-ratio correction based on A‘

pitching+mnant aspect-ratio correction

Subscripts:

a direction

b flost

c carriage

perpendicular

o at water contact

7 resultant veloci~

s at step

x horizontal direction

z vertical direction

to resultant acceleration

.—. . ——- . . ... —.. — —— ~ .—. — ——— —- ——-. .—
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c direction normal to keel

max

GeneralAzal variables:

m generalized pitching moment

P generalized center-of-pressuredistance

u generaliz~ displacement

u’ generalized veloci~

u“ generalized acceleration

c generalized time

THEOREW~AL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The case considered (shown in figs. l(a) and (b)) consists of a
flost of effective weight ~ attachei to a carriage of weight Wc.

The float is free to move in the vertical direction, but it is constrained
in the horizontal direction because of the influence of the carriage
mass. The general equation of motion for the prismatic body during a
hydrodynamic impact on a smooth water surface is formulated on the basis
that flow occurs in transverse planes normal to the keel. The effects
of tiscosi~, buoyancy, and changes in trim are neglected and a two-
dimensional treatment with a three-dimensional aapect-ratio correction
is made. (See refs. 1 and 2.)

The force of a particular flow plane Won the body is equated to
its change of mcmentum with respect to time as follows:

.mL .$ (IaJ)ds
(1)

where q is the two-dimensionalwater mass affected, ds is an incre-

mental distance along the wetted length, and ~ is the veloci~ of the
body normal to the keel.

~cluding a three-dimensional aspect-ratio correction factor q(h’)
and integrating equation (1) over the wetted length of the body yields

.. ——. . —.—— .. —.. —-—.-———.— ---—---- --—— —--——— ---—— —----———— ---- —-—
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(2)

The first integral on the right-hand side of equation (2) represents
the psrt o~ the total force that can be associated with the planing of
the body (~= O), snd the second integal represents that psrt associated
with the acceleration of the virtual mass, where the virtual mass is
usually defined as

At this point it is only necessary to substitute the proper expressions
into equation (2)
For this purpose,

where

The acceleration
positive downwsrd

The relation
follows:

to get the equation including the c-&riage-mass effect.
the following relations are utilized: .

FL=-
=Fz Sec T

% ..Fz=-rz

(3)

(4a)

(4b)

* is positive in the direction of motion, and ; is
(fig. 1).

for the acceleration normal to the keel is given as

f=~~inl-

Using equations (4-)to determine the
vertical acceleration gives

+ E Cos T

relation between

(5)

horizontal and

—. —
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x= % F.
z’~+w=q

7

(6)

. .
If 0 is now defined as tan-l %

@
and tan T is substituted for F ~,

z
equation (6) becomes

-bane= % ti3ZlT
Wb+wc

(7)

Equation (7) shows that the angle 0 remains a constant throughout the
impact and depends only on the trim = the ratio of the carriage mass
to the float mass. Equation (7) also shows that, when the carriage mass
“equalszero (the free-body case), T = e @ the resultsnt acceleration
is then normal to the keel. If the carriage mass does not equal zero,
the resultant acceleration is not normal to the keel but at an angle 0
from the vtiical (fig. 1).

Equations (3) and (kb) nqy be,cmbined with equations (.5)and (7)
to give

W-#F~=._7

()

(8)
~os~ ~ sin%

I+w%
h

r
Let

Then equation (8) becomes

Wb~
F~=._m

Equation (10) may nowbe substituted into equation (2) to obtain

(9)

(10)

(11)

--. — .__. .. ..— ~ .—— ——-. — ——— ——.. . . .
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be a

This

The two-dimensionalmass ~ for a given float is then assumed to
function of the penetration normal to the keel; that is,

% “=f(~’) (12)

functionmy be differentiatedwith .respectto time to give

Figure l(b) shows that s = ~- therefore,
tSllT’

ds=Ac-
tan T

Substituting eqyations (13) and (14) into equation (11) gives

If the water rise at the keel i“sconsidered constant for the deeply
imnersed chine and is neglected

.

Substituting equation (16) into

for the nodmmrsed chine, - -

~=~1

equation (15) gives

h order to
referred to

( J)!i!!=q(,’)f%__&%+i)@
.!33 o

solve eqmtion (17) in
the water surface, the

Cs =

terms of the vertical cmponents
following expressions are used:

z
COS T

t=
Va SiJl T

+ z(tm e “sin
Cos e

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

T + COS T) (19)

(20)
.
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Equation (19) is obtained frcm the equation

9

if A is eliminated by

~=$i SiIT+fi COST

use of the relation

Va =icose-z sine

where Va is the constant velocity during impact. Equation (20) is

obtain~ from equations (5), (6), and (7).

Using equation (7) with (19) ~d (20), substituting into (17), and
integrating gives the following expression, which applies at my instant
of time:

Rearranging equation (21) in integral form and using

results in the following equation: -

.

JlZ J’
z

;ti

~

(502+ vasin Tcos T2=- o

j Cos 0 )

Integration of equation (23) yields the following equation which
the veloci~ as a function of the penetration:

,

(22)

(23)

expresses

where

Va Sin T COS T
G=

tc+l- S
j;oco60 ‘~ j

. —.—. —-— ———— ——.—. — —— .-— —— .———--— .—
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The mass-correction factor j (eq. (9)) is plotted in figure 2 as a
.

variation of j with trim angle. The approach parameter K is defined

as Sin T COS(T + 70) and is plotted in figure 3 as a
sin 70

angle and initial flight-path angle. Dividing equation

by 502 and rearranging relates the vertical veloci~,

and penetration as follows:

..
z—= -
2i. .

Equations (24) and (~)

2

~ sin T

J

-1
+jsin T ~ ds

@(h’ ) o

function of trh

(21) through

acceleration,

are the general equations of motion for any

(25)

&act including the effects of csrriage &s. These equations repre-
seht both bodies with the deeply immersed chine and the nonhnersed
chine, depending only on the choice of {he variables substituted. These

d

equations sre very similar to those derived in reference 2, the only
difference being the inclusion of the mass correction factor j. When
L1= 1, equations (24) and (25) are identical to those of reference 2.

Immersed Chine

The general equations of motion,
sent the deeply immersed chine if the
In this instance, let

Then equation (24) msy be yritten as

J’
z

Ql=-

0

Since from equation (12) it is

must be expressed in terms of

equation (26) is multiplied by

equations (24) and (25) may repre-
proper substitutions are made.

G G-—

~+G l+G

go

/%s &

SiIl T

*+ &,@Jo

(26)

assumed that ~,~ = f(~’s), the integr-

4“s. Therefore, the right-hand side of

d~’~
Then, using the differential of

d~’s”

.

.
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equation (18)(d~s = ~), u well as equation (14), and putting the result
C06 T

in nondimensional form by multiplying by pb3/pb3 yields the following
equation:

/
Sb

%where CA = —.
Pgb3

Similsrly, equation (~) can be written as

.

.
/

al _—— -
2

50

(27)

.

(28)

A time coefficient giving
msy also be defined as

the relationship between displacement and time

The following equations from reference 2 may_be
tio~ (27) * (28) for puticti~ SOmtiOnS:

For $ = 0°,

%’dz=g+o.44+
Pb2

c’s <tan p
For ~>0° and-=

b 2’

[1
2

~’s s:+f(p)
Pb2

(29)

substitut~ into equa-

(30a)

(30b)

,— --- —.. _ . .—-. ..——-.. -.
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.

.

4+4 (30C)

-dead-rise, f(~) can be takenFor equations (30), p is the angle of

- &- 1, and Bobyleff’s flow coefficient B is obtained from fig-
.

ure 4 where it is plotted as a function of the angle of dead rise.

The aspect-ratio correction factor 9(A’) can be obtained from ‘
figure 5, which gives the variation of 9(A’) ~th A’. me qu~ti@
A’ is found frm the following equations (ref. 2):

For p = 0°,

A’ =
c’s

btan T
(Zla) ‘

.

A’ =
tan : f(p)

(31b)

(31C)

.
dgs

The ratio — is found from figure 6 for angles of dead rise less
d{’s

than 10° and is taken as unity for larger angles of dead rise; the mass-
correction factor j is obtained frm figure 2.

.l?quations(~) and (28) may be simplified further by assuming that
the acceleration of the virtual mass is neg~gible for the deeply immersed
chine. Then equation (~) reduces to
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,

,

.

.

++G
G

Ql=lwe~+G+.G -—
~+G

l+G
20

()f$(~’) : +G 2:$s
Eb o—=.
~02 CA sin T

(32)

(33)

A method utiLLzing,figures 7 to 9 is presented in the appendix for
solving equations (32) and (33). Note that.the penetration parameter kl

(fig. 8) &d the three-tiensionalmass parameter J~ (fig. 9) are

different from the parameters k and J of reference 2 hecause of the
inclusion of the carriage-mass correction factor j, except when j = 1.
The ratio of vertical penetrationto besmmsybe easily found from the
following relation (ref. 2):

=@6iIlT (3)

where A/A’ msy be obtain~ from figure 6 for angles of desd rise less
than 10° and is taken sa unity for lsrger angles of
cedure is aho demonstrated in the appendix for the

Nonbmersed Chine

The equations of motion for the V-bottm float
chines can likewise be obtained from equations (24)
respective veloci~ and
effect of water rise at
for the two-dimensional

acceleration relationships.

dead rise. TMS pro-
maximum penetration.

with nonimmersed
and (~) to get the
In this case, tKbe

the keel is neglected. Furthermore, the function
water mass can be written simply as

(35)

.——. —.—- ---- — —-— --— .—... — ——
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where f(~) is a constant depending on the dead rise of the float and

is sometties taken as
*-1”

(See refs. 1 and 2.)

Then, since b = d~/t~ T and ~~ = Z/COS T,

Substituting equation (36) into (24)
result:

=ter integration and rearrangement,

G G—-— ●.
l-w ~+G :+G

50 Z.
e r1+‘l+G

L

(36)

and simplifying yields the following

equation (37) may be written

(37)

(38)

.

.

.

.

where

a=
P@(h) @jJ 2
6 Sh T COS%

.
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TW.Sj equation (~8) beccmes

●
G— .

()

~i-G &+G 1-~
~ + @j~3 J ~~ ego

h l+G
-I=o

15

(39)

Shilarly, equation (25) may be written

(40)()~j2z2&+G2..
05=-Zo ~ + %@

%

Equations (39) and (40) are the equations of motion for the V-bottm
float with nonimmersed chines. Equation (39) relates the veloci~ and pen-
etration and equation (4o) relates acceleration, veloci~, snd penetration.

When equations (39) and (40) are
to that of reference 1, the following

(a) Generalized displacement

_ 1/3

()
u._

%’

put in a generalized form similar
expressions result:

(41)

(b) Generalized acceleration

?9
1/3 ..

u“ =
w *

— —— -—--—-—.. — —.—————-—— —— --— .——. __—.———— -— -
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()=jj~2A+G2
20

u“ =

1 i-ju3

(c) Generalized the

(d) Generalized pitching moment

().Uui’l+m?
3 ,4

.

(43) .

(45)

where cpl(~) is the pitching-mment aspect-ratio correction and is sane-

times taken as 9(A). (See ref. 1.) ,

(e) Generalized center-of-pressuredistance

P ;,,=—=
(“)

lll+d
3 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(46)

.

The general equations of motion (eqs. (24) and (25)) are app~cable
to smypriamatic boW.. However, because of the nature of the genmal
equations, the determination of the carriage-mass effect for the completely
general case canmt be shown; thus the analysis is limited to more spe-
cific cases. For this re~on, two exsmples - the deeply iminersedchine
and the nombmnersed chine - we treated separately. l?orthe immersed

.-
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chine the flat plate is selected as the
nonimmersed chine the V-bottom float is

17

configuration,whereas for the
given a generalized treatment.’

The general approach is to plot some of the important parameters
with carriage mass varied in order to show its effect. For simplici~,
the two end conditions are chosen, nsmely, the condition for zero car-
riage mass and the conddtion for an infinite carriage mass. !Chediffer-
ence between these two conditions represents the msxhum effect of a
camiage mass.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the mass correction factor j with
the trim for vsrious ratios of carriage mass to float mass. These curves
indicate trim angles and mass ratios that approach the conditions for
zero or infinite carriage mass. The carriage-mass effect upon the cor-
rection factor is more important at high trims and the mass ratios of
magnitude 10 are found to approach that of the infinite carriage mass.
At the low trims the effect of a carriage mass is small since the mass
correction factor approaches 1.0, the free-body case.

r

Nonhmrsed Chine

!Chenonimersed chine is discussed first because a more general
solution is possible in this case, and it is believed that maximum per-
centage corrections for the various parameters due to a carriage mass
which apply to the.nodmmersd chine can also be applied to the imnersed
chine as a first approximation.

For the V-bottom flost with the ncmhmersed chine the e@ations of
motion we put in the genera~zed form of reference 1. ‘l!hegeneralized
coefficients given by equations (41) to (46) are then plotted in fig-
ure 10 for zero and infinite carriage masses at maximum acceleration
and maximum penetration to give some indication of csrriage+nass effect.
The vertical-velocity ratio is given a s~lar treabnent and is plotted
at maximum acceleration and rebound. (See fig. 10(b).) me curves for
the zero carriage maqs are)taken frcnnreference 1.

The curves indicate that the maximum carrisge-mass effect varies
with the trh and the approach parsmeter. At low trims there is little
carriage effect,,inasmuch as the carriage mass imposes inertia only in
the horizontal direction and at low trims there is little water reaction
in this direction. At high trims and luw approach parameters (high fMght-
path angles), all the coefficients are affected by carriage mass; whereas
for high trims and M.@ approach parameters (low flight-path angles), only
the vertical-velocity ratio, acceleration, and pitching+mnent coefficients
are noticeably affected.

.

Figure 3 shows that at the low approach parameters (ICC1) end high
trims (T > 15°) the flight-path angles are larger than those usually

-. ._—. —.—— ——-—- -———. — -——-—--- --- —-—



expected with the modern seaplsne. However, in certain instances, such
as impacts subsequent to the initial seaplane impact, very high flight-
path angles m~ occur. Also, although the low range of approach param-
eter may be out of the normal operating range of the seaplane, it still
has significance as far as testing progrsms are concerned. This situ-
ation exists since testing programs are conducted over an entire range
of vsritiles if possible; therefore tests including the low range of
a~roach parameters could lead to erroneous conclusions if the csrriage-
mass effect is not.considered..Finally, some new or unusual configura-
tions such as certain types of hydro-slds msy be normally operated”in
the low range of approach psmmeters.

.

It is also deemed important to give an idea of carriage-mass effect
in the more usual ranges of flight paths and trims. At trims up to and
including 15° and approach parameters lsrger than unity, there is about
10 percent or less correction to any of the coefficients plotted. (See ~
fig. 10.) More specifically, at a trim of 15° and a flight-path angle
of 5.50 (K = 2.4) the maximum percentage changes in scuneof the general-
ized coefficients sre as follows: -1.5 inmsxbmml displacamnt, 2 in

.

displacement at msximum acceleration, -8 in velocity at maximum acceler-
ation, -6 invelociW at rebound, 2 in~ acceleration, 6 in accel-
eration at maximum penetration, 4 in pitching~ent at msximum

.
penetra-

tion, and 2.5 in pitching-moment at maximum- acceleration. The changes
in center of pressure and time are small at either nmdnmm acceleration
or maximum penetration. ~s specific case shows that some of the vwi-
ables are changed much less than the 10 percent maximum quoted previously.

From figure 10 it is possible to observe how a carriage mass influ-
ences the various parameters during an impact. The mcdmum penetration
and time to reach maximm penetration are decreased, and the acceleration
at m~ penetration is.increased. ‘lhemsximum acceleration, time to
reach msxlmum acceleration,.and displacement at maximum acceleration are
increased, but the vertical velocity at maximum acceleration is decreased.
Carriage effect also decreases the rebound veloci~ (increases in the
negative direction, fig. \O(b)) which has an important effect on subse-
quent @acts. The pitching moment is increased at both maximum accel-
eration and maximum penetration, whereas the center-of-pressuredistance
is increased at msximum acceleration and decreased at maxiumm penetration.

hmersed Chine

For the imnersed chine, the exact solution for the equations of
motion me laborious, and as a simplification the acceleration of the
virtual mass is’considered negligible. According to reference 2, this
simplification does not ‘seriouslyreduce the accuracy of the solutions
for practical laniLLngconfigurations if the besm loading is greater
than 1.0 and the chines sre appreciably immersed. Under the foregoing
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assumption, the equations of motion (eqs. (24) and (~)) reduce
tions (32) and (33). A method by which equations (32) and (33)
solved is presented in the appendix.

19

to eqpa-
can be

As an example for the immersed chine, a flat plate is assum~ as
the @acting body and the equations of motion are solved by use of the
method presentd in the appenti for both the infinite carriage mass smd
the zero carriage mass. The solution is made at maximum penetration and
maximum acceleration smd curves are presented at these conditions.

Figure 11 shows the variation of the maximum pen’etrationwith various
initial conditions for both zero smd infinite carriage masses. Figure 12
shows the variation of the maximum impact lift’coefficient against the
ssme parameters. These curves indicate, Mke those for the V-bottmn float
with nonimnersed chines, that the mass effect is more pronounced at high
trhns and high fUght-path angles (low approach parameters). ~ addi-
tion, figure 11 shows a s+ight effect of maximum penetration with besm
at a flight-path angle of 5.5°. However, this effect is not noted in
general and may be due to computational or procedural errors.

For the flat plate with immersed chines snd the V-bottom float with
nonimmersed chines, the msximum percentage change in maximum penetration
and maximum acceleration due to a carriage mass sre of the ssme order
for comparable trim and flight-path conditions. This comparison was
made for trims of 15°, 30°, and 45° and flight-path angles of 2.5°, 5.5°,
10° and 20°. For instance, the maximum change in maximum penetration
at a flight-path angle of 20° and trti of 15°, no, and k50 is aboti -5,
-9, and -14 percent, respectively, for the nomhmnersed chine and is about
-4, -7, and -13 percent for the immersed chine. The msxbnum change in
maxhmun acceleration is about 2, 9, and 21 percent for the nonimmersed
chine and about 2, 9, and 23 percent for the imersed chine. The percent-
age corrections for the immersed chine are averaged over the beam-loading
range, although there was kittle variation throughout the range from 1
to 100.

From calculations of vertical-velocity ratio for the immersed chine
the same conclusion was arrived at for the velocity at m-um acceleration,
nsmely, that the msximum percentage correction due to carriage effect was
about the same for the flat plate with immersed chines and the V-bottom
float with nonimersed chines. It might be expected that for the other
variables the msximum percentage corrections at msximum acceleration and
maximum penetration is of the ssme order also, although this has not been
proved.

— -—.. .— ——~ .— -- .—..- -—— -—.— — —— -- ———— ———
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CONCLUDING REMARIG

A method has been derived for theoretically including the effect
of a carriage mass in the equations of motion for any impacting prismatic
body. The equations are solved for the V-bottom float with noninunersed
chines and the flat plate with deeply imnersed chines. The maximum
effect of carriage mass upon the loads and motions of the nodmmersed
chine at ~ penetration and maxim—m acceleration vsries with trim
snd flight-path angle. At low trims the effect of a carriage mass is
small. At high flight-path singlesand high trims (low approach param-
eter), carriage mass has an effect on all the variables plotted; whereas
at high trims and low flight-path angles (high approach parameter), car-
riage mass hss an effect upon the velociw ratio, acceleration and
pitching moment only.

For the more usual”seaplsme~esign conditions, that is, approach
parsmetas larger than 1.0 * trims up to 15°, the maximum percentage
correction for any of the coefficients at the conditions presented is “
*out 10 percent or less.

For the V-bottxxnfloat with nonimmersed chines at the condition of
msximpm penetration, a carriage maSS ta to decre%e maximum displace-
ment, time to reach maxinmm penetration, and center-of-pressuredistance,
where= it tends to increase the acceleration and pitching mment. At .
m~ acceleration, carriage mass ihcreases the displacement, acceler-
ation, the to reach maximum acceleration, pitching mmnent, and center-
of-pressure distance, whereas it decreaes the vefiical ~eloci~ ● me
vertical veloci~ at rebound is also decreased (increasd in the nega-
tive direction).

The maximum percentage change in madmum penetration and maximum
acceleration due to carriage effect is of the sane order for both the
V-bottm flost tith no-=sed chines and the fI-atp-latewith deeply
immersed chines at flight-path angles of 2.5°, 5.5°, 100, and 20° and
t?xbllsof 150, 300, and 45° for beam loadings frmn 1 ‘to 100.

.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

~ley Field, Vs., November 17, 1955.

—
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APPENDIX

CCMPUTATIOm PROCIZURES

The simplified methods for computing sane impact paranet=s for the
deeply ~ersed chines sre presented. These methods-,incluting effect of
cerriage mass, sre based on a solution of the equations of motion (eqs. (32)
and (33)), which have the foll~g restricfio~: the wceleration of
the Virtual mass, the effect of f~ght-path angle on water rise at the
keel, and the effect of flight-path angle on the rate of change of water
rise at the keel me neglected. The result of these omissions is con-
sidered smaIl at beam loadings larger than unity. Applicability is also
restricted to impacts for which the leading edge of the surface is not
immersed. The procedures are similar to the method presented b refer-
ence 2, appe~ B, procedure 1.

Procedure I

The steps for obtaining maxm penetration _z/~

(1) Set $=00

(2) Obtsi.n G=’+;- 3, where. K can reobtained

and ~ frcm figure 2.

(3) Use G =d ; to to obtain Ql from figure 7./

are as follows:

frmn figure 3

CAQI h~~ CA.=.
(k) With Ql, CA, and T, calculate kl = - ~ w b

(5) With ‘kl, T, and P, obtain ~‘s/b fr~ figure 8.

(6) Fram

xdELcosT:= b ~’~

=A’$sin T

.

—.- —...—.-—— .—-— —— —-- --— —- . —.———-——— -— - -
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I

obtain z& where A/A’ is taken from figure 6 for P C 10°. For

larger values of ~, the ratio ‘A/A‘ is taken as unity.

Procedure II

The impact lift coefficient at maximum load C% msy be computed

in the following manner:

(1)

figure 3

(2)

land-l

for each

(3)

Compute value of ~=K+~-
J

~, where K can be obtained frcnn

and j from figure 2.

Select several values of vertical-velociw ratio Z/20 between

and, with the value of G, obtain a value of Q1 from figure 7

value of Z/Ao.

Compute a value of kl for each value of Q1 from

CA,l
kl = ~, where CA =

3

(k) obtain values

for each value of kl

T and p.

%’
>“

of the ratio of normal penetration to

from figure 8 with use of appropriate

b) obt~ value of J1

by use of appropriate values

(6) Calculate the value

value of fi/20 and ~’~

(7) Ftid the values

CL

the equation

.

besm ~’s~

values of

frmn figure 9 for each value of ~‘s/b

Of T ad 9.

of the acceleration
b through substitution

Eb .-j2&+G25
7220 ()20 CA

2at which zb 50

(
= 2 sin2yod2 ~+

/ “ 2 for eachratio Eb Z.
into

is maximum, and.then compute

)G J1
.-

— -. --
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Additional Procedures

Variations of procedures I and II may be used to give additional
information. For instance, if the vertical-velocity ratio ~/fio is set

equal to zero and the steps of procedure II are followed, the load at
maximum penetration can be found. The penetration at maxbnum 10SQ can
be obtainedby uti~zation of the ratio ~’s b at maximum load in con-

1
junction with equation (y) which is presented in step (6), procedure I.
In order to obtain the variation of time tith penetration equation (29).
must be either graphically or numerically integrated..

.— —— — .— ....— —— —-— —.——— —--———--—-——— -——. —
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